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proper, and not merely an overgrown village like such
centres as Thurles or' Mullingar or Tuam. With this
exception, all towns are on the tideway.
Every part of the sea-coast Is well provided with
harbours, but the Irish have never been naturally a
seafaring  people.   The   Gael  never  founded   either
port or city in Ireland.    Dublin, Wexford, Waterford,
Cork,   and   Limerick  were   established   as   trading-
stations and centres of power by the  Danes  and
Norsemen ;   Drogheda and Galway grew up under
Anglo-Norman   rule.   Derry   was   established   as   a
military post in Elizabeth's day, and became a great
centre only after the plantation of Ulster.    Belfast
in 1750 had not 10,000 inhabitants : it grew important
during the latter half of the eighteenth century, but
its rise to industrial leadership and immense leap in
population have come within the last hundred years.
Its harbour is quite modem,
As harbourage for modern shipping, the Atlantic
seaboard offers far better facilities than the channel
coast.     Ireland's  southern,   western,  and   northern
shores are steep : water deep enough to accommodate
the largest vessels comes close to the land, whereas
along the east the shore is shelving, and Belfast and
Dublin are both artificial harbours constructed and
maintained at great expense.   But, in the period since
the  legislative   Union,   during   which   Ireland   was
administered simply as an outlying part of the island
group, Galway, Limerick, and Cork, the centres of
commerce facing the western sea, have declined, and
all commercial movement has directed itself to the
more powerful island.   Harbours have developed where
facilities were least.   Also, while in Ireland, as else-
where  in   modern   Europe,   urban   population   has
increased,   from   the   beginning   of   the   nineteenth
century, the increase has been only along the east
coast, extending so far as Cork and Derry, where East
and West divide.   Galway and Limerick, once places
ranking with Bristol, are fallen into decay:   their

